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“The films of David Lean”
a Zoom evening by Andrew Saunders, 15.10.2020
Sir David Lean CBE (25 March 1908 – 16 April 1991) was an English film director,
producer, screenwriter and editor. Widely considered one of the most influential
directors of all time, Lean directed the large-scale epics “The Bridge on the River Kwai”
(1957), “Lawrence of Arabia” (1962), “Doctor Zhivago” (1965), and” A Passage to India”
(1984. He also directed adaptations of Charles Dickens novels, “Great Expectations”
(1946) and “Oliver Twist” (1948), in black and white, as well as the romantic drama “Brief
Encounter” (1945).

Originally a film editor in the early 1930s, Lean made his directorial debut in 1942 with
“In Which We Serve”, which was the first of four collaborations with Noël Coward.
Beginning with “Summertime” in 1955, Lean began to make internationally co-produced
films financed by the big Hollywood studios. In 1970, however, the critical failure of his
film “Ryan's Daughter” led him to take a fourteen-year break from filmmaking, during
which he planned a number of film projects which never came to fruition. In 1984 he had
a career revival with “A Passage to India”, adapted from E. M. Forster's novel; it was an
instant hit with critics but proved to be the last film Lean would direct.
Andrew Saunders showed us two clips from ‘Oscar’ ceremonies when Lean received
awards for “Bridge on the River Kwai” from Sophia Loren in 1958, and Joan Crawford
presented him with the 1963 ‘Oscar’ for ‘Lawrence of Arabia’. We then watched a 1984
documentary by Melvin Bragg showing how Lean filmed the scene which introduced Dr
Aziz with fast close up shots and quick cuts. We then saw Lean editing with an assistant
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to organise the pieces of film. When questioned about his use of both very long shots and
rapid cuts, Lean said, “It’s all in the script”. Lean was happy to wait for long periods of
time during filming to get exactly the right light and weather conditions to film the
perfect shot and this sometimes led to frustration among the cast.

The final part of the presentation was a montage of shots from David Lean’s many films.
https://youtu.be/iJEUjUJPwuA Afterwards, Andrew led a discussion about the work of
David Lean. Members noted his careful use of close ups with only the important part of
the frame brightly lit. The long walk along the train roof in “Lawrence of Arabia” was
greatly admired. At the end of the discussion, Andrew was thanked for a most interesting
evening looking at the remarkable films of Sir David Lean.
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BIAFF 2020 by John Astin
The IAC held BIAFF 2020 online this year, over the weekend of October 16th – 18th.
Those wishing to “attend” registered in advance through the IAC website, and then
received all the necessary e-mails.
One e-mail linked to a most professional inter-active programme where you could turn the
pages, (accompanied by an appropriate sound effect!), to see the detailed content of the
Friday Evening AV Show, each of the sixteen Saturday Shows, and each section of the
full-day Sunday Winners Show, allowing you to decide in advance which shows to watch.
Around 15 – 30 minutes before the scheduled start of each show, links to the Zoom
Meeting were sent. With four simultaneous shows in each of the four Saturday time slots,
four links were sent, one for each time slot, and you chose the particular show you wanted
to watch. You were welcomed by that show’s host, and could briefly chat with one or two
of the others in that meeting. Just before the scheduled starting time, the host muted
everyone, you were asked to turn off your video camera and then, via Chat, the host sent
out the YouTube link. We all then independently watched the show (60 – 75 minutes)
from YouTube, returning afterwards more or less at the same time to the meeting. The
host had “closed” the meeting after we all started watching, so that no late comers could
arrive unmuted and spoil everyone’s enjoyment of the films by their chatter. Once all back
together, the host asked any of the filmmakers who were “in the meeting” to say a few
words about their film. That does not happen at a normal BIAFF.
My smart TV links with my WiFi Router, so I was able to watch the films on a large TV
screen, rather than on my laptop screen, though I had to return to the laptop for the
“meeting” afterwards. The quality of the visuals in the main was excellent, though the
audio not always quite so good.
I watched the two morning Saturday shows which included my films, then I said a few
words about them afterwards. I also saw most of three of the four Sunday shows, which
were run just like the Saturday ones; the two major winners were announced at the end.
There appeared to be around thirty people watching the first Saturday show, but perhaps
only around ten for the second. There were substantially more on Sunday. As at PBFM,
several of the attendees struggled early on with Zoom, and the hosts had to be very
patient!
As for the Sunday films, as usual I struggled to relate to, and enjoy most of them. I sat
down in the evening to watch “Roadkill” on BBC1, which I really enjoyed, and tried to
understand why I reacted so differently. Is it the script, the subject matter – or is it the
pace? I often find BIAFF Winners so slow, self-indulgent, “arty” films that have little
mass appeal.
But that may be just me. The IAC, and probably in particular newly-elected Chairman
Simon Sumner, deserve a lot of credit for putting in so much hard work to run the Festival
online with considerable success.
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Green Screen Semantics - Club Zoom Meeting 29th October 2020
Andrew Tweed
Had we been in the club room, no doubt we would have erected a green screen, salvaged
the lights from the store room and set-to to film some skits. But of course that is not
possible with the current restrictions.
Andrew T had invited club members to film a short sequence against a green screen and
Andrew Saunders was quick to provide 8 minutes of rushes to play around with, more on
that to come.
The evening started with Andrew Tweed showing some stills sent in by Phil Elmer of his
green screen set up for his choir Zoom evenings and then he shared the screen of his Edius
editing system so that he could show how any colour could be chromakeyed out and how
using the histogram function it was possible to fine tune the colours to achieve a clean
result.
This led to a discussion about how important it was to get the right continuity with regard
to lighting and scale. It is as important to get good even lighting on the screen as it is to
ensure the subject is lit from the right angle with the right colour temperature and
intensity.
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As if to prove the point about even lighting, Andrew Saunders had filmed himself at the
kitchen sink with a green screen covering the outside of the kitchen window and backlit
from behind by the sun.
This clearly has great potential but unfortunately it was a windy day and as the screen
blew around so the greens fluctuated from dark to very light. Nevertheless, it presented a
challenge and Andrew Tweed had put together some background clips that showed the
possibilities from such a simple idea. Most fun was where Andrew S was 'driving' his
kitchen down the road and of him swimming as if in a large tank with a shark. Much more
interesting than just watching the birds on the feeders!
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The film that never was…
Christine Collins received some photographs from her cousin in Cannes, South of France,
of the palm trees in the grounds of their apartment being trimmed. It would have made a
very good video, but, maybe they will film it next year…
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Ben Simon – film judge for PBFM and much,
much more…
I pride myself that I have, over the years, done every job on a film set, so I’m able to look
at an issue and solve it from the right angle, hopefully!
I always wanted to be, and eventually started out, as an editor, though worked through
many jobs on my way to doing that professionally. Primarily, at Elstree, I ended up
working as a composer on a musical project and, when that ended, we set up shop as
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sound editors at first, though I soon went back to my original job of picture cutting, and
then wider post-production.

Ben has judged a number of inter club
competitions for Potters Bar
FilmMakers and is very supportive of
club made films where many members
are involved in the production.

Before then, I’d been a camera operator and occasional DP on a few things, but editing
was where my interest really lay — I find the process is the last filter to save a film and
where it all comes together — so I continued to have an office at the Studio even though
most of the time I was out on location, or other offices. I did actually do some voiceovers
too!
More recently, I’ve been consult editing on various projects, going in for fewer days but
just helping out to wrap things up or clean things, make things work, although I've started
a move into directing too recently, which is what I think most people want to end up
doing! I left the office at Elstree in 2010 when we built our house. We added an edit
suite/office at home, (now my wife's office while she works from home during the crisis),
as well as the cinema room that I rather ashamedly showed off last week, proud of it as I
am!
On Orient, I’m listed under the Stunts department, since I came in to work on specific
moments with the Action Unit. Either everyone gets their own credit or, sometimes, whole
units get lumped in together. So, although I wasn’t jumping around the train pretending to
be Kenneth Branagh, my name is lumped in with the rest of the stunt people, all of whom
are much more brave — and crazy — than me! It’s a very handsome film: hopefully if
cinemas can stay open, the sequel Death On The Nile, with Ken again, comes out for
Christmas.
Hope you enjoy the Orient Express. I must admit to putting the end on to catch my name!
Still quite a "cool" occurrence! Sadly, we worked on three or four exciting moments for
the film, and they all kept getting chopped down and chopped down until there was very
little left of them, though some shots made it into the trailer!
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Documentary Competition 12th November 2020
There were five films entered in this year’s Documentary Film Competition. Andrew
Tweed organised the competition and members were invited to judge the films online
before discussing them on the evening and hearing the scores. Thirteen members took part
in the evening on Zoom.
Andrew Saunders: “Anglepoise” 1 min 47 sec
https://youtu.be/GGvNhZPWXgk
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Andrew explained how the lamp was designed in 1932 by British designer George
Carwardine and demonstrated how it worked. Members liked seeing how the springs
operated to keep the lamp held in position and said the film was well lit in Andrew’s
garage and had clear audio, but there were some noticeable jump cuts. It was awarded 5th
place with 69.2%.

Max Bender: “The Carrapatelo Dam” 4 min 38 sec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEUMfuPlFQg

The film showed a Portuguese cruise boat navigating one of the deepest dam locks in
Europe. Members noted that there were lots of short shots to give pace to the film. Some
felt the music was rather bland but others liked it. It was a very wet place to film and there
was a spot of water on the lens as the boat emerged from the lock. The film was awarded
4th place, also with 69.2%, and with an additional placement position.
John Astin: “The Vivarais Revisited” 12 mins
https://vimeo.com/448131055
John’s film compared two nearby French railways and showed how they were now,
alongside footage he had taken there some years previously.
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He also travelled on a mini pedal car rail ride down the track of the more successful line.
Members liked the mini ride and John said that it was very tiring work pedalling! It was
seen that one of the lines had very few tourists now and must be in danger of closure.
Members liked the stereo sound on the film. The film received 2nd place with 78%.
Andrew Tweed: “What did you do In Lockdown Grandad?” 20 min 48 sec
https://youtu.be/R4Kl8LS1qkk
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Andrew filmed a video diary of himself and his family through the months of Lockdown
in the spring and early summer of 2020. It gave details of the situation in the UK and the
world but also showed how his family had made the most of the time they had at home.
Members liked this very personalised and experimental approach with much of the
dialogue spoken directly to camera. Humour was added with a worm count in his
composter! They noted how time was shown to pass with the growth of Andrew’s hair.
Members liked the family challenges, the news insert when Lockdown ended and felt it
was well worth watching again as a historical document of this time. It gained 1st place
with 83.9%.
Christine Collins: “The Appeal of WW1” 8 min 27 sec
https://vimeo.com/478088933

The “appeal” was of Christine’s Grandfather who unsuccessful asked to be excused
conscription later in the 1st World War due to family reasons. Christine used family photos
and Imperial War Museum copyright photographs to tell the story and explained that
conscription had been raised to 50 years old at the point when he was being conscripted.
Members found the family story interesting and Christine explained that the details she
had researched were only available for Middlesex residents. They noted that the sound was
rather quiet on Vimeo and that Christine was not always clearly lit. The film received 3rd
place with 76.6%.
To have five Documentary films made under the difficult circumstances of this year was a
very good achievement by Potters Bar FilmMakers members.
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Variable Subject competition – Thursday 21st January 2021
The first internal competition of 2021 will be the “Variable theme” contest. The theme was
to have been “Surprise”, but the committee have opened it out as an additional “Open
Theme” competition to encourage the widest number and variety of entries at this unusual
time for film making. If you have a film made during lockdown or one that you would like to
enter, on any subject, this is a great opportunity to take part. Videos will need to be
uploaded on to Vimeo or YouTube so that members can view and judge them. More
details of the viewing and judging arrangements will be sent out by Andrew Tweed near to
the event. Good luck everyone, you have one month…

Potters Bar FilmMakers 70th AGM
Thursday 26th November 2020 on Zoom
The Annual General Meeting was held on Thursday 26 th November via Zoom and 14 members
took part. A message from our Honorary Treasurer about 2021 Membership Subscriptions;
“We cannot estimate when we will be returning to Wyllyotts or how much the rent will be, neither
can we guess how much our income will be.
It was agreed at the AGM that there should be a part payment to be followed by an additional
payment when the above are known;

Country Membership £5.00
Single Membership £10.00
Joint Membership

£15.00

(Before the end of January 2021)

Cheques payable to "Potters Bar Film Makers" (in full), post to Bob Chester, Flat 1, Sheridan
Lodge, 222, Chase Side, Southgate, London. N14 4PJ
or
Bank to Bank T.S.B. Sort Code 30-12-34. A/C 20910368 please put senders name and email me
that you have made the transfer.

At the AGM it was suggested that some members might like to pay by PayPal or similar. NOT this
time but please email me if this would have been your preferred method of payment.”
Bob Chester.
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The committee were voted in for 2021;
Chairman – Andrew Saunders
Vice Chair – Christine Collins
Hon. Secretary – Penny Love
Hon. Treasurer – Bob Chester
Membership – Andrew Saunders
News Letter – Max Bender
Publicity – Max Bender
Programme - Committee
Public Show – Christine Collins
Internal Competitions – Andrew Tweed (Zoom) Ed Kinge (Wyllotts based competitions)
External Competitions – Committee
Film of the Year – Andrew Tweed
Website – Andrew Tweed
Member without portfolio – Kim Harrold
External Auditor – Peter Hunt
Eric Jukes has stepped down from the committee and was thanks for his contribution during the
year.
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Hello celluloids,
The end of 2020, did it go fast or what? A memorable year for all the wrong reasons. It
should have been PBFM year to celebrate its 70th year of providing a local club for film
making enthusiasts, a planned year of nostalgia, viewing the old films, a party, well it’s
only been delayed, it’s out of our hands until we have the all clear so next year, or
certainly 2022, and it will be 70 years of the Queens reign, so big party. We have some
catching up to do!
I recently read an article by Paul Welsh MBE, a writer and historian, of when he
interviewed Sir Cliff Richard in 2008, to a selected audience at Elstree studios, and a
plaque unveiling honoring him. It’s where his career took off, when he had a bit part in the
film “Serious Charge” made at MGM where he got to sing “Living Doll”. The cast was
Anthony Quayle playing a vicar and Andrew Ray, a young hooligan who tried to frame the
vicar for a sexual attack, a real drama.
Cliff later came back to make “The Young Ones” and “Summer Holiday”.
The director of “Serious Charge” was Terence Young, who made several films at MGM,
and it has been rumored that he had a big falling out with the studio manager, which meant
when Terence was chosen to direct “Dr No”, it was filmed at Pinewood, otherwise
Borehamwood could have become the home of the iconic Bond movies.
So, Cliff at 80, and as Paul Welsh said, we all know he went through a rough time with the
media a few years back, which we all agree was a disgrace.
Anyway, I’m pleased to report that temp membership fees for 2021 have been agreed by
the committee in the light of circumstances, to be a nominal fee and we are still meeting
on Zoom without the cost of Wyllyotts, but that’s not to say that our rent will not be going
up in 2021, they probably will, so please continue to support Potter Bar FilmMakers as
members, until we can return to some normality later next year.
So as the new Chairman for 2020, I got off lightly, but don’t tell anyone…
Happy Christmas,
Andrew Saunders

Christmas card post
It has been a tradition at the Christmas Social for members to exchange Christmas cards,
with John Farrer organizing a special series of post boxes for us all to use. I have taken
over this role but, as we are on Zoom this year, I have become “mail man” and the club
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has paid for postage. A number members have made use of this facility and have sent
over 200 cards in total, at a significant saving over individual postage costs. Your cards
should have arrived, in packs, through the post, before you receive this Winter News
Letter.

ZOOM
PBFM Christmas Social 2020
& 70th Anniversary – Thursday 10th December
Seventeen club members joined the celebration evening on Zoom. The party began with
messages and best wishes from Tony and Hazel Loader and from Ron Jones in Bristol.
The letter showing the inauguration of the club was shown and a toast was made to the
founder members of the club. John Astin showed a special film he had produced
incorporating film clips and photos from all the current club film makers. It showed stills
from the Public Show and past social events that had been taken by Max Bender.
https://vimeo.com/488850492
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Club members were extremely appreciative of the work John had put into making it.
Penny Love organised a Christmas Quiz and Daphne Brown won it.
Poems were read out and seasonal jokes were told. Members chatted about their
childhoods and Bob Chester, Daphne and Christine discovered that they all had attended, or
taught at the same school! James chatted about the history and future plans for the
Chequers Pub in Potters Bar.
Members were very grateful to Christine for hosting the evening. Thanks to Phil Elmer for
taking screen shots of those present at the beginning of the evening and Andrew Tweed
who recorded the celebration for us
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/kpfNzR7w6ti-NlGDkayUHl8z_eNw1PKM8i_tPNCTvyw0S1uVXOzt_OYHLdoBn5e.32RDm30L_awo7am7
Password - V@?KNd&1

Happy Christmas!
Here are a few words (abridged by Christine) from Bernard Ashby in Australia about his
early involvement with Potters Bar Cine Society (the original name of our club).
“I joined PBCS in March 1955, but had been to several meetings prior to that in 1954….all
at Oakmere House. That would make me 14years & 4 months when actually joining.
I was at various times: President, Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Public Show Organiser,
Newsletter Editor, Musical Director, Asst. Musical Director and briefly Hon. Secretary &
Membership Secretary, when ‘her indoors’ was no longer ‘indoors’! I was never Hon.
Treasurer….no-one would have trusted me with the ‘funds’…..think what I could have
done with 3s.6d!
The first ‘Public Show’ (at Oakmere House) was on May 19th 1955 and I was in the
audience.
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Oakmere House
The second was also at Oakmere on Nov.17th 1955 and I helped John Stapleton with the
non-sync music from 78rpm discs….all but two films being ‘mute’. The next Public Show
was Nov.1956. John Stapleton mixed the discs ‘live’ with Ralph Thompson and I
assisting. The first Public Show at St. Mary’s Church Hall was in Jan.1958 and thereafter
they were held twice yearly, in Spring & Autumn.

Bernard (top) assisting at Public Show (1958)
ABC Productions (Bernard Ashby, Bob Barlow & John Cattermole) was formed in May
1961. A well know young lady was ‘Tied to the Track’ in one of the group’s films!
Please pass on my kind regards to all who might have either heard of me or remember me.
Next time we are in the UK we really must get to a Club night. Given Covid, it may be a
while!”
Bernard Ashby
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James
Englefield
also
joined us
on Zoom,
later in
the
evening
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Cartoons and “Safety Guidance” courtesy of “Probus”, a club for semi and retired people
that has similar aims to Rotary Clubs. Thank you Christine, who passed them to me.

Wishing everyone season’s greetings,
and a safe, and improving,
New Year!
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All articles written by the editor unless credited otherwise, with grateful
thanks to all the contributors and “Roving Reporter” Penny Love, who
also proof reads each edition.

Distribution Dates for Next Newsletter.
Please send your articles or comments for inclusion
In the Spring Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Max Bender

bender@screaming.net
by the following dates:Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor 12th March 2021
Last dates for Contributions by e-mail 19th March 2021
(WORD documents, font 14, with JPEG photographs separately)
E-mail and Hard Copy Distribution date 26th March 2021
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